en el presente.
Palabras clave:
Para citar este artículo: Allen´s "Midnight in Paris".
Revista de Humanidades
It is said that every man has his own Paris, and Woody Allen's "Midnight in Paris" offers us a glimpse of his very own, personalized Paris-a Paris of monuments and cafés, of rainy strolls and glistening lights, of panoramic views narrated not by words but by music-the familiar, dulcet tones of the traditional French chanson.
of the image that matters, Paris the Beautiful, Paris the Silent Object of our sustained, almost hypnotized, gaze. It is Paris the Muse that Woody Allen is offering us, Paris the Mistress, Paris the romantic inspiration for creative genius. As Owen Wilson's on the viewer: Paris is a beautiful woman-silent, mysterious, and breathtakingly beautiful-a worthy object of our admiration and devotion. And because she does not speak, Paris may have ascribed to her whatever identity an individual may wish to impose; Paris is an empty page that men will want to write on. I Saw Paris" or "The Flight of the Red Balloon"-which really has no plot other than that of a celebration of a Paris revealed to us neighborhood by neighborhood as a stray red balloon glides throughout the various contours of the city-or more the center of the plot. The point is that there is no one, true Paris that all observers objectively share; Paris is malleable, a "moveable feast" as Hemingway famously This is why Rachel McAdams's character, Inez, tells Owen Wilson's character, Gil, that he is "in love with a fantasy"-that the Paris that charms him so is a Paris that does not objectively exist; it exists only in the phenomenology of his own perception, a perception marred and made unreliable by his own escapist need to and Inez, planning to be married, have joined Inez's parents on an extended trip to about the city in search of inspiration for his own writing, and discovering it when he mysteriously enters the expatriate Paris of the Roaring Twenties, encountering luminaries such as Hemingway, Fitzgerald, and Gertrude Stein. He feels a kinship to these characters; the Paris they inhabit is one even more glorious and desirable than the Paris of today, a fact only underscoring the "fantasy" of Gil's perception. Indeed, when Gil mentions how comfortable he is in Paris, he states, "I feel like the Parisians get me," an unusual remark given that Gil rarely ever interacts with the Parisians of and somewhat imaginary, revealing an erotomania perhaps not altogether unlike a fallen, corrupted, counterfeit version of a glorious age of the past by which the present must be measured and found wanting. It is an escape, a kind of attempted denial of the painful present." further underscored by the fact that the novel he is working on is about a man who works in a nostalgia shop. "'Out Of The Past' was the name of the store, and its products consisted of memories: what was prosaic and even vulgar to one generation had been transmuted by the mere passing of years to a status at once magical and also camp" read the opening lines of Gil's book, and while this passage reveals the reasoning behind his nostalgia for things past, his sentiment that he was "born too late," it also simultaneously underscores an important realization that Gil will make illegitimate because of its shaky reliance on the "mere passing of years." His opening depictions of the past are essentially unreliable, because their nostalgic gaze towards only through the passing of time.
Gil's nostalgia, his longing for the past-for the Golden Age of the Roaring Twenties Paris of American expatriates, intellectual café life, and Surrealist inspiration-is also a way for him to navigate his own mortality, to overcome his actually." By glancing backward rather than forward, Gil's nostalgic gaze avoids the inevitable encounter with his own mortality and safely burrows himself in the avocation, has itself been recognized for millennia as an exercise in immortality, and the authors who write about them. Hemingway, it turns out, shares this writer's if you fear dying." Only as Gil learns that the past is no safe refuge from the travails discomfort all its own and that its prosaic realities do not transform themselves into poetic romantics through the mere passage of time, does he emancipate himself from both his fear of death and its concomitant nostalgic longing for a romanticized past.
Gil's utopian fantasy of 1920s expatriate Paris, the movement's vision of a glorious even as it is forced to confront the painful present. When John, Gil's erstwhile future zombies," as Gil asserts, but rather "decent people trying to take back their country," its recognition of his impending mortality.
Yet for all of John's narrow corporate orientation, shallow materialism, and character and one whose utterances must immediately be considered with suspicion, the splendors of French viticulture and cinema, his dislike for French politics, and his privileging of the commercial over the artistic make of him the comfortable and mean, I've seen what he earns, but sometimes I think he's got a part missing"-but essentially petit bourgeois businessman who knows the price of everything midnight promenades through Paris, writing a literary novel rather than lucrative Hollywood scripts, meeting with writers and artists in 1920s Paris-John, who cannot understand this longing, becomes suspicious of what he cannot comprehend and hires a detective to follow Gil around on his nightly reveries through Paris. Yet in spite of John's essential unreliability, he, like other unreliable characters in along and underscore the central theme of the essential unreliability of nostalgia. After the breakup between Gil and Inez, as Gil is exiting out the door and out of their lives, John tells him to "Say 'hi' to Trotsky" on his way out, indicating not a subtle recognition that Gil's meanderings in the past represent a stubborn rejection disinterest in commercial ventures and for his artistic sensibilities, is thus revealed to be, for John, a thing of the past, a political and economic system that has run its communist is thus not only to subscribe to a system inimical to the capitalism which has led to such great prosperity in John's own life; it is also to reject the progress of the present, to be mired in a backward, unenlightened ideology that belongs essentially to the past. John rightly asserts that Trotsky might be found among the cast of characters in a distant Paris of the past (Trotsky had spent time in Paris present in favor of an idealized, subjective past and thus contributes to one of the mortality which nostalgia represents. also helps provide the necessary clarity for Gil to become liberated from his nostalgic with a more knowledgeable tour guide, his ineptitude at explaining a Picasso his knowledge (note his many iterations of "If I'm not mistaken" and other such about an idealized Paris of the past, Paul abruptly reminds him of the unromantic reality of tuberculosis in the former Paris that Gil idealizes, adumbrating Gil's own and thus could not fully merit the glorious praise which Adriana, his 1920s love interest, lavishes upon it-a realization that ultimately leads to Gil's abandonment of his nostalgic avoidance of the present and of his own inevitable mortality.
of today reveal that he is a man who inhabits two worlds. One is the world of a more objective, contemporary reality; the other, an imagined world, a sphere that exists explain to the circle of Surrealists he meets in a café that he simultaneously inhabits They recognize that many people inhabit more than one world at a time (and the and in an imagined Revolutionary past, or Adriana, who does not see her own 1920s era as the Golden Age that Gil perceives it to be, but prefers rather the Paris of the simultaneously in the present and yet within some kind of remnant of an imagined, idealized past. Gil's journey, the sometimes surreal voyage between reality and which all of us participate.
And yet it is when Gil discovers nostalgia within his nostalgia, a longing within his own longing, that he begins to see that his own views of a Golden Age are limited and not fully correspondent with reality. He gradually begins to emancipate himself from the fanciful notion that the present must always signify a rank perversion of a paradisiacal status quo ante, the danger inherent in Proust's famous observation that all paradises are lost paradises. It is the escape within his escape that teaches him that nostalgia is only a fantasy. That Adriana, for example, wants to escape the Age thinking is an individualized construct; as Gil observes Adriana's fascination Paris. This point is further underscored when the painter Paul Gauguin, in Belle Gil suddenly realizes that the utopian past does not exist ("utopia" in Greek, of of human longing. again, two characters from a different time seem to enter too seamlessly into the social, shockingly bobbed hair, should have elicited at least some comment, even among the perhaps approving bohemian set, yet only passing references are made about her very modern sense of fashion, with nary a mention of Gil's overlong aspect and persona seemed to Woody Allen to be so deeply embedded that he Time, after all, is a place with its own topography and , and to enter another epoch is to enter a foreign or distant land. That the vertiginous disorientation suggests that the Paris of the past they encounter is one largely of their own making, a Paris of phenomenological experience that privileges certain characteristics while with their like the eleventh or the twelfth immigrant neighborhoods such as the eighteenth . In fact, Allen's contemporary Paris seems to be populated only by wealthy, white Parisians, a reality more pretended than real, further underscoring, perhaps unwittingly, the point that Paris is, to Woody Allen as to most everyone else, an iconic symbol that dwells are the many textures and layers, populations and identities, which have long come together to form the complexity of what Paris is today. Yet ironically, Allen's depiction of Paris, while ostensibly personalized and limited in its portrayal of a full and textured city, nevertheless seems also to subscribe to all of the tropes and commonplaces of cliché-his Paris is one of touristy monuments and locales, highly serves as a backdrop. Allen's Paris is still the city of lovers strolling in the rain. In this way, his Paris is not so different from the stereotyped Paris which much of the populace already shares. His is a vision of the city to which almost all have access already, and there is little in Allen's Paris to suggest a fresh or new perspective: his States"-a swipe against the kind of comfortably patriotic American who cannot imagine that other places in the world could have much to offer. Similarly, Inez's father points out that he prefers California wines to French wines-another subtle, ironic swipe at overblown notions of American hegemony and supremacy. And Americans' relationship with the arts comes under scrutiny as well: Gil is concerned that he has become a "Hollywood hack," someone who pumps out movie scripts that are beloved by the masses but that contain little artistry or intellectual merit-one line he has developed for the mass production and mass consumption of his literary of the American movie they saw in Paris (and who but an uncultured troglodyte the actors' names, or much of what the movie was about. Clearly, the experience was, to use Simon Cowell's words, utterly forgettable, a fate Gil wants to avoid as he aspires to create a novel, a work of art that will resound and have meaning and not end up almost instantly in the dustbin of history. Here Gil's longing for the kind of of his nostalgic longing for the past. And Inez's father, the Tea Party bobblehead, is so completely confused by Gil's longing to create a meaningful work of art that he calls him a communist; recall him telling Gil to "Say hi to Trotsky" as Gil is on his way out of their apartment and out of their lives.
too, in his monumental criticized the paucity of American artistic and intellectual accomplishments. He famously wrote in his chapter "On who see literature as nothing more than an industry, and for every great writer there scripts as a mere industry, not as an artistically worthy endeavor. He wants to abandon this essentially "retailing" job and pursue something more purely literary, art or literature is an impractical idling away of time that could be put to use in more practical or utilitarian ways. (As we have seen recently, even progressive Presidents are known to disparage the value of the arts, in favor of more "practical" pursuits , contrasted a simple, unostentatious Puritan work ethic in America with the kind of aristocratic dynamic in France that allowed for greater investments of both time and means to be devoted to literary pursuits. As John Adams, himself deeply steeped in the Puritan ethic that has woven its way into American identity, famously wrote, "I must study politics and war, that our sons may have liberty to study mathematics and philosophy. Our sons ought to study mathematics and philosophy, geography, natural history and naval architecture, navigation, commerce and agriculture in order to give their children, a right to study painting, poetry, music, tradition, the arts are what we study after we have studied everything else, having earned the luxury through the hard work of our generations.
Roaring Twenties France, which mirrors the conspicuous absence of any minorities image of Paris one receives is beholden to individual subjectivities. To be sure, the in a nightclub, and Gil makes a passing reference to a desire to visit Bricktop's, 
